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Print this page promote ReadWriteThink / RSS / FA Questions / Site Demos / Contact Us / About Us ReadWriteThink could not publish all this great content without literacy experts to write and view for us. If you have lesson plans, videos, activities or other ideas you would like to contribute, we would like
to hear from you. Read more Find the latest in professional editions, learn new methods and strategies, and learn how you can contact other literacy professionals. More home › Classroom Resources › Lesson Plan This additional GCSE app gives students the opportunity to link the content of the
inspector's challenges to modern society and current issues while at the same time preparing students for GCSE English. The exercises and tasks outlined below, in which students develop a letter to a local newspaper, allow them to establish a link between texts and their own lives to develop their
compelling writing skills and voices.  This GCSE supplement is not a lesson, and does not need to be taught as such. It is structured in such a way as to ensure that different steps, necessary to write an effective compelling letter, were set out in the appropriate manner: Engage in stimulus (most of this
step was completed in lesson 21: What lessons can we learn?) Develop claims and content Read the Model Letter Plan and write a letter Reply to feedback and resorracting You may decide that your class does not need to follow all the steps, or that you wish your students could follow some steps in



class and others at home. Interact with the supplement in a way that works for your classroom context, adapting it to your students' needs as you see fit.  This GCSE supplement is vacated at work done in lesson 21: What lessons can we learn?, in which students discussed an important unit question:
What can J.B. Priestley's An Inspector Calls teach us about the impact of our individual and collective decisions and actions on others? Students reviewed the lessons they learned by reading the play, sharing their ideas in a national meeting. Students will now ponder these lessons and develop their ideas
into an official letter about how we can transform our society into a caring community in which people view the needs of others.  Aligning with the GCSE Clear and Coherent Writing specification (Lit-AO4, Lang-AO5/AO6) Knowledge of subject terminology (Lit-AO2, Lang-AO2) Writing for impact (form,
audience, purpose) (Lang-AO5) Students generate ideas for their compelling letter in which they must write for influence, taking into account form, audience and purpose. Before starting a letter, students have the opportunity to review subject terminology related to compelling devices, if necessary. Model
and planning help helps students write clearly and coherently: they get inspired to start a sentence and see how to structure their piece. Finally, if teachers use labeling criteria codes to give feedback and give students the opportunity to interact with that feedback and redraw their work, then students will
make great progress as writers: they can improve the structure and content of their writing, while at the same time enhancing their spelling, punctuation and grammar skills. Learn more about aligning this device with the GCSE specification. Notes to teachers who write for purpose In this supplement,
students are required to write a letter to a local newspaper to outline how we can transform our society into a caring community in which people view the needs of others. To improve student engagement and encourage them to take the letter seriously, it would be particularly powerful if they were then
able to send these letters to a local newspaper. For these reasons, and because it is important for students to participate in real-world writing assignments for audiences outside of their teachers and peers, you can give students the addresses of one or more local newspapers. Not only is it an effective
way for students to become local observers, it is also a means of them putting English skills into practice outside the school world. It will also encourage students to engage with the marking and distortion of their work, which is a vital way of supporting their development as writers. Model Letters There are
two examples of compelling letters contained in the handouts of compelling examples of letters. Please select the appropriate handout for your students so they can access the content at the level appropriate for them. Or you can use both intermediate and advanced models in one classroom so that your
students can learn the written moves each author makes when making their letters. Alternatively, you can group students according to the level and invite them to read the models aloud or ask students to read the models themselves. Criteria code marking We recommend that teachers use labelling
criteria codes when reviewing students' written work to help them develop the structure and content of their writing, as well as their written English. These labeling criteria codes allow teachers to educate their students as effective writers, providing them with in-depth feedback that requires active student
participation. Strategies for teaching materials Read Aloud Think, combine, share the codes of marking criteria Proposed activities and steps one: Engaging with an incentive to discuss social duty to inform students that they will reflect on the notion of duty, looking at how it is in the play and think about
the concept of duty to society and to others. Design the following quotes regarding From the play on the board: It is my duty to ask questions (Inspector, 15) Well, it is my duty to keep labor costs down (Mr. Birling, 15) Ask students to discuss the following questions in groups: What is meant by duty in
these two quotes? When, if ever, might the idea of duty be problematic? What responsibilities do you think people have to others and to society? How did reading the inspector's calls make you more aware of your social responsibilities? Step 2: Develop claims and content To inform students that they will
prepare to write a compelling letter to a local newspaper outlining how we can build a society in which people consider the needs of others. If it's useful for your students to regain their knowledge of compelling writing techniques, give them compelling Word Match handout techniques. Invite students to
answer the following questions in pairs by noting their ideas to share with the class: Why is there a society that considers everyone's needs important? How can we build a society that provides all the people with the support they need? List specific actions in your books. Invite students to share their ideas
with the class by collecting what they say on the board or large paper so that all students have it on the link. You can put this together as two columns of a chart, titillating one Column of Importance to Have a Society that examines everyone's needs and the other ideas on how to build a society that gives
all people the support they need. Next, explain to students that to write an effective letter, they need to make sure that all the claims they use are well developed and related to the statement that in this case is this: We can turn our society into a caring community in which people address the needs of
others. They should support this argument by thinking about appropriate claims, and think about how they can develop these claims with support for ideas. To help them with this process, give your students a compelling writing planning chart - a claims development handout and design an example on the
board or model your own, explicitly outlining their thinking. Topic Statement: We can transform our society into a caring community in which people consider the needs of others Argue that one supportive idea is a compelling device supporting the idea Of Compelling Device We need to connect groups of
people from all levels of society, giving them the opportunity to interact and communicate. Connecting people with those from different social backgrounds can help make people more aware of the needs of others. Wealthy people with power may be more likely to agitate on behalf of those with fewer
opportunities. Claim: People are kind and like to help each other. Rhetorical question: People will ask themselves, how can I help? What can I do to their situation? Connecting people different life experiences can help prevent future conflict as people meet and learn from those with different life
experiences to their own. Imperative and Repetition: Imagine what we can learn from each other. Imagine the barriers we can overcome. Multiple first-person pronouns (inclusive): We are members of society: our lives are and always will be interconnected. This table is best viewed on your desktop. When
browsing on a mobile device, it is recommended to do so in a landscaped position. Encourage your students to generate ideas by thinking about what they have learned about personality and society, and social responsibility from studying the inspector's challenges. It's also worth explaining to them that
they can be creative with their ideas, providing their ideas with realistic and relevant to the letter's central argument. They may also want to outline ways the newspaper could help if relevant (for example, a newspaper could create a mentoring program that unites people from different backgrounds as
letter-writing partners). If useful, you can give your students one or more of the following claims or brainstorm potential claims as a class on the board, but it's better if students first try to do the work of generating their own claims that are relevant to them, and that they're interested in writing about:
Students should be taught about social responsibility in schools. Empty buildings should be turned into dormitories for the homeless. People have to knock on doors to meet their neighbors. Public events should be held in schools. Step three: Read the model letter After your students have completed one
or two lines of claims on a compelling writing planning chart – Develop claims, hand out one of the models compelling examples of writing a letter by choosing the right model for your students' level (see Notes to Teachers, above). Depending on the patterns you use, you can read the letter by class using
one of the reading strategies aloud, group students together according to abilities, or ask students to read the letter themselves. After students read the letter, give them time to reread it yourself and annate its contents. You can give them the following questions to focus their annotation: Circle or underline
compelling writing methods Circle or underline claims the author uses a circle or underscores the evidence the author uses to support his claims What did you notice about supportive ideas? How many of them are there? How is the writer linking his ideas together? Ask a question mark for ideas you don't
understand or find mysterious Give students ten minutes to discuss their annotations with a partner using think, pair, share strategy, and then ask some students their ideas or any queries they have with the class. Invite students to review their compelling writing planning chart - Claims Claims add any
additional ideas that have come to mind since reading the example sheet. Step four: Plan and write a letter Finally, give students a compelling handout to plan a letter and ask them to use it for the first plan, and then write a letter to a local newspaper describing how we can turn our society into a caring
community in which people view the needs of others.  To help them with the planning process, you can design this structure on the board: Opening a paragraph: outline why you are writing – refer to the subject statement Paragraph One: claim that one + two supporting ideas (each with two compelling
devices) Paragraph two: claim two + two supporting ideas (each with two compelling devices) Paragraph three: claim three + two supporting ideas (each with two compelling devices) Closing the paragraph : Summary message and call to action Step Five: Respond to feedback and Redraft When students
return your letters to you, consider using labeling criteria codes teaching strategies to give in-depth feedback and enhance students' interaction with marking. Then give students the opportunity to redo their work by taking on board the proposed improvements. To make this task of writing GCSE a real
task, students will review their letters and submit them to a local newspaper to be considered for publication. Publication.
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